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And the truth shall set you free… Maybe 

The simple truth is that we all have free will.  What is 

happening is that our free will is being interfered with by 

the few through force of private law and money.  Law and 

money are at the root of many of the decisions we make 

in activities we do.  It costs money to do things and go 

places and with that comes limitations on our free will.  

Further it puts a limitation on life in that if we do not 

cooperate with the SYSTEM by default we are destroyed 

for we are not given access to the necessities of life, 

unless we go along with the money issues and all the laws that accompany it. 

So a few of us have attempted to come to terms with the system and tried to use laws within the system 

to restore our ability to have free will, whereby we do no harm to others and or basic needs are cared 

for, being to travel, have food, shelter, clothing and access to knowledge for the most part, but not be 

indoctrinated through education.  What we found was that when we set up an account with some 

company for a cell phone, power, etc. the company would use our signature as money through a 

process called securitization to access all the funding it needed to pay for whatever service we opened 

the account for, in that the service was paid for forever.    This was the foundation of Trust Laws.  So 

what they did do was take that money then send 

us out a statement saying we owed them money 

and then also included a remittance voucher in 

many cases where we pay them and send in the 

remittance voucher which is also money and they 

get paid three times for the service we actually 

applied for.  Of course we squawked strong and a 

loudly about this fraud, with yet only a very small 

number of people actually prevailing in getting 

their hydro etc. paid for through their signature, 

while the vast majority of us got screwed. 

This is really the crux of the problem.  Money has no intrinsic value and when it is created out of thin air 

those that control the money benefit from it and thus enslave those who have to work for it rather than 

simply creating it out of thin air.  We are made to pay for our enslavement as well through all kinds of 

fees.  For many people and do mean many, this injustice just goes over their heads, they have no want 

or worry as they are doing okay and are within their comfort zone able to have enough money to do 

most of the things they want to do in life and don’t mind the work they have to do in order to get the 

things they want in life.  For a lot of people they are simply caught up in a state of poverty and lack 

reading skills and other skills that would allow them to see what is happening to them, although they are 

acutely aware of the haves versus the have nots. 
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What I find is that many people are trying to find a solution to the problem within the realm of law as I 

mentioned above.  What they are failing to recognize that law resides within the imaginary, because in 

order for law to exist there must be something different about people in order to use the divide and 

conquer scenario which law is.  When there is separation, you then have the opportunity for authority 

to come in and resolve the issues of the illusion that we are different from each other.  Thus it is the 

criminals and parasites that rush into positions of power or authority for then they can dictate laws 

which make them rich and the rest of us who are squabbling over artificially created problems poor.  It is 

really not more difficult to understand than that. 

What many who take up the challenge to 

restore their free will are not seeing is 

that the entire SYSTEM is a mind based 

reality of imagination.  The mind works 

on two aspects, imagination and 

manifestation.  We manifest what we 

imagine.  So if you control the 

imagination you control the 

manifestation.  Thus the way this is done 

is to make the imaginary have substance 

in reality by having people take on role 

playing positions within a large play.  

Each character in the play has a name or title.  Because it is a copy of life and thus life with free will, the 

copy or character is actually owned by the CROWN, which is the Copy Right Owner of the copyright to 

the play script.   The Play Script is all the statutes, by-laws, ordnances, orders, and policies etc. that they 

refer to as being law, which aren’t actually laws as there is no truth in fiction.  There is no truth in fiction 

so everything that they say or do is done in complete fraud on purpose, which allows for all kinds of 

criminal activity to take place as it is merely private law, which the Courts can simply over-rule on a 

whim or ignore as they please.  It is all about keeping you trapped within the mind construct of 

imagination and manifestation of their reality, not yours. 

So we come across Trust Laws and they tell us that we are the beneficiary of the trust and the Clerk of 

the Court is the Trustee.  All we need to do then is instruct the Clerk to pay the fine or bill etc. and the 

work is done.  Well yes and no.  Yes that would be correct way within the system to do it and no 

because as soon as you say you’re are a beneficiary, give a name, say you are an authorized 

representative or anything that would be in the realm of title or name, you imply that you are operating 

within their world of the imaginary using their laws to resolve the issues they artificially created by 

preventing you from exercising your free will to begin with. 

When you act as a copy of life, you have no life and thus become property of those who control the play 

script of the play you are acting within.  They get to decide what you can and cannot do within their 

play.  If you are life then you have to be in truth, which means that you are free to exercise your free will 

within the fiction so long as you say that those who are holding authority within the play are no different 

than you are and hold no authority over how you make use of fiction in your life.  The Queen is a title in 
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fiction, the she is no different than you and thus we are all equal to each other as being self evident in 

creation of all life. 

They are trapped within a box.  That box is a mind body consciousness which is disconnected from Love.  

To them their spirituality is the mind thus imagination followed up with manifestation.  Manifestation is 

a male oriented energy and thus is why our manipulated reality is based upon masculine energy as 

holding dominance in the financial world.  Currency steers the nature of creation of the imaginary to 

conform it to the ideals of those that control the money.  So there is no empathy or love within the 

imagination only the need for the few to survive at any cost over the many.  Further because they are 

disconnected from love and thus empathy, they become parasitic and feed off the life force of those 

they enslave to the point where they do satanic ritual sacrifice to extract life force to feed the demonic 

life they are.  Demons only exist as parasites.  They exist because we are energy beings and our energy 

has to be directed towards love 

or fear, the two basic emotions. 

We have a fear based reality 

and thus it is demonic in 

nature.  A Love based reality 

has no energy available for 

demons to feed from.  Thus 

comes in the realization that 

our planet and solar system 

and bodies have all been 

manipulated to cut us off from 

reaching our full potential and 

ascending into the higher 

realms of the universe which 

are based on love.   

As many of us know the end of the Mayan Calendar is coming and with it Ascension.  Their idea is to 

keep us in a mind prison rather than allowing our heart chakras to open us and thus allow for massive 

expansion of love to flow throughout the planet and through all life.  There is a ribbon of light 

approaching earth from the center of the Milky Way Galaxy that will cause this shift to happen on 

December 25, 2012 I am told.  Many are waking up to the increased vibrations and are seeing this reality 

for what it truly is and are doing what they can to reverse the enslavement and bring us back to a state 

of oneness. 

The other issue is that although we have free will and we can send in letters stating that we are 

operating upon our free will and by what authority do they have to tell us what we can or cannot do, is a 

mute point if they decide to use force against us or simply ignore our demands that we are free.  This is 

the maybe part that you are free.  It is working now because they don’t want the many to realize that 

the few are controlling them and the more we squawk about the truth the more that others begin to 

wake up to the realization that no one has any provable authority over others.  In fact no one actually 

can prove that they own anything as all that is created belongs to everyone as it comes from the earth.  
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Things of the imaginary can’t be owned because they don’t exist, thus knowledge is of the imaginary and 

is part of creation.  No one can hold secrets from others as it prevents free will.  The underlying 

problems reside with money and law interfering with our ability to obtain the necessities of life.  

Remove that whereby everyone has access to the basic necessities of life, then people start doing things 

out of service to others.  It means that love becomes the currency of the future rather than mammon.   

In terms of one, let’s say that there is only one God.  

If God is to create the Universe and all of life, from 

what does God use to create that if there is only 

God?  Well God must create from himself and thus 

all that is created is of and from God, we are all God 

and thus all one and all equal to all that exists.  The 

notion that there are multiple Gods resides within 

the imagination and proposes that creation came 

from a number of different sources, if that is true, 

what created these sources?  It all has to come down to one source.  It all has to come down to the 

realization that we are all created equal.  The problem as I said is that the imaginary aspects of the mind 

exclusive of the heart, can only see differences between things and has no connection to source thus 

being love because it is all imaginary and fiction.  There is no truth in fiction and thus why it presents 

itself as one authority point with inversed criminality running amuk.  The mind see past images or 

likeness of things and thus all are things, versus love realizing the connection, penetration and oneness 

of all that the imaginary or manifested reality presents as things.   

Everything is made of light.  The way that light is made into 

physical reality we see is that the electrons surrounding the 

photons are given different spin orientation.  As we learned in 

Physic class, light can operate as a wave and as a particle.  Thus 

when you manipulate the properties of the light via spin and 

frequency light slows down and begins to appear solid to us, yet it 

is still light.  What gives life is love.  Love is a self aware life force 

that is infinite and projects itself in infinite unique forms of life.  It 

is manipulated into form using DNA which resonates with 

vibration of love which is self illuminating and thus forms our 

bodies.  Because love exists in all time, they inverse that through 

what I call a mirror, which reflects back to us love this reality we 

see.  The mirror has its own consciousness awareness which is mind based and disconnected from love 

and thus parasitic and fear based.  Thus the never ending illusions and tricks played upon us.  Because 

the mirror is created from love and love and is operating from a perspective of time, it exponentially 

runs out of time at the end of it is a cycle which we are approaching in 2012 I believe and the mirror gets 

absorbed back into the infinite and we return to our natural state of love, minus the mind.  We will exit 

the mind based reality back into love, where we are free to manifest what we want using light our tool 
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box.  We live forever as there is no mind to create the illusions of death, which is the foundation of the 

spirituality of the mind. 

Well I know I covered a lot of ground here today in this article, but I want you all to get the idea that you 

have free will and not to make use of the imaginary to solve your problems, because it is by giving life to 

the imaginary that we are creating all these problems for ourselves.  We are life and we give life.  So give 

life to truth and love and you will have a much better reality to manifest within.  The other idea is that 

earth is a school.  If it is just that a school then we come here to learn about love in that we must 

experience resistance to love in order to know love.  It makes sense that mind must be created in order 

to create the illusions we need to experience a reality outside of love, but that is the point if it is not love 

it is imaginary and fiction, there is no truth in fiction. 
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